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ABSTRACT 

The invaluable relevance of Inventory control IS that, it is openly or 

impliedly the "spinal Cord" of any organization or any Business enterprise. 

No matter the "setup" inventory control calls for appropriate programming 

to ensure a virile productive system. This computerized "Inventory system" 

is carried out, using an oriented database called Microsoft ·Visual FoxPro. In 

this project, we treat a number' of "Pharmaceutical products in a store. Our 

particular attention is focused on avoidance of wastages and to elevate the 

organization concerned to the full advantage of effective management of 

resources and a proper accountability. 
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. CHAPTER ONE 

1.0. INTRODUCTION 

In order for all types of organization to succeed they need to process 

data and use information effectively. This has becOlne important and . 

. . true in today'~rapidly changing environment. In conducting their day

to-day operati'ons, organizations use inventories for their functions, 

such as planning, control and decision-making. Inventory, therefore is 

unquestionably a critical factor in the operation of all organization. 

Inventory control is a problem found in many organizations. 

Computer prpgrams could be written to record ite~s of each type of 

stock removed from stores, record quantities of new purchased items 

from the suppliers, check the level of stock to see if the quantities 

have fallen below a critical level (and if so generate an order to the 

supplier) and many other associated tasks. The files holding records of 

items in the computer could be updated by running the programs for 

update on houtly, daily or even weekly basis. 

With the advent of computer, it has become imperative that 

co~nputers are use in almost all divisions of science and ,technology: 

The usage includes; pure computational work, control production 

process, run traffic, handle statistical work, do Economic, planning, 

gather and process information, ' handle control of inventory system 

and solve logic and other problems. The microcomputer also known 
, - '. 

as personal computer (PC) deals with mathematical variables in the 

form of numbers. 

Microcomputers are versatile, accurate and eaiT solve practically 

any mathematiCal . problem. Knowing that microcomputers are 
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versatile in its operations, then in- this thesis we shall look at how the , 

microcomputer can help us solve our inventory control problems. 

1.1. WHAT IS AN INVENTORY 

An inventory is defined or can be defined as an itemized list of 

property. Inventories perform a number of vital functions in the 
. / 

smooth operation of any organization. In the ' absence of inventories, 

organizations would not achieve smooth operation of their 

organizati on. 

1.2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF INVENTORY CONTROL 

The aim of inventory control is to obtain optitnal inventory, size. This 

is the point at which the combination of losses resulting from lost 

sales is held to combined minimUln. 
. 

Direct mathematical techniques, such as calculus are employed for 

smaller inventory problems computer simulations are more effective ' 

for large problems of inventory. 

Majority of businesses/firms include among their assets, stock and 

work in progress. Measuring the quantity and value of this asset is 

difficult owing to variations in method, time consuming and much , 

potential error. 

1.2.1. Objectives of Computerizing Inventory Control 

The objectives of computerizing Inventory control in an organization 

can be highlighted as follows: -

a) To minimize the problems of inadequate raw materials and supplies. 

b) To reduce losses from large quantities of stock. 
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c) Presenting the management with up-to-date Inventory position at all 

t~mes and when neeQed. 

d) To help the company in Maximizing its profit without tying down 

capital on unwanted inventories. 

e) Finally the major objective of this study is. to critically examine the 

control of inventory in the pharmacy using Zagbayi Pharmacy as a 

case study. To also identify the problems and limitations of inventory 

control in pharmacy and to design a nlore rational, logical, systematic 

and scientific approach that is amendable to the use of the computer. 

1.3. BRIEF HISTORY OF ZAGBA YI PHARlVIACY 

Zagbayi Pharmaceutical Company started in 1991 with the name 

Zachas, as at that time it was a joint venture. Zachas was situated at 

Tunga, Minna. Then in the year 1995, it became a one-man business 

and was moved from Tunga to Hospital Road, Minna, with the name 

Zagbayi Pharmacy Ltd. 

The organization or business deals only with pharmaceutical 

and physiological products. Since the- inception of Zagbayi 

Pharmaceutical Company, their transaction has been both on 

wholesales and retailing. The "Nholesales aspect of it deals with 

selling in large quantities, while the retail involves selling in smaller 

quantities and also deals with the aspect of counseling. 

The company sources of purchases are re-ordering process, 

instant purchases from company agents or representatives 

(representatives that sell dl:UgS) and also from neighbouring store.s. 

The company method of sales involve is tiing of invoices and receipts 

after and before sales. Bin cards (Stock cards) ' were used for stock 
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taking, until the year 1996, when computers were introduced the 

company. 

The company presently has four branches, with the Head office at 

Minna, one branch at Abuja, Kaduna and one other branch at Minna. 

1.4. WHAT IS A COMPUTER 

The development of the role of the computer stores management has 

lead to increased attention being paid to store codes. Comp~ter 

operations are greatly assisted by the use of a logical coding system. 

Because of the logical way in which computer operates, they are able 

to identify the item in question quickly, once given its code number. 

Other advantages of stores coding in relation ' to computer 

systems are that it assists the process of direct "Input caputure" and 

aids the process of computer progralTIll1ing and operations. In the 

business world, it is well known that there are only three 'factors of 

production, Land, Labour and Capital the forth one is men who 

coordinate, all other three to make production. In this case any good 

organization needs a fa~t and accurate system of processing its data, 

and man being what he is (cannot be faster than his shadow) needs a 

machine that can assist him to coordinate these factors for effective 

production process - The computer. 

Therefore, a computer can be defined as an electronic device, 

which accepts and processes data by following a set of instructions 

(program) to produce an accurate and efficient result (information). 
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1.5. CATEGORIES OF COMPUTERS 

Computers are categorized according to purpose, types and capacity. 

There are three types of computers namely 

(i) Analog Computers: 

Analogue computer operates by measuring and comparing the 

physical charges of a quantity for example, pressure, 

temperature, voltage, speed etc. a speedonleter is art example of 

an analogue device. Here, drive shaft rotation are measured and 

converted to pO,inter that indicates the speed of the car. The 

analogue computer . accepts data directly for measuring 

instruments without need for intermediate concession ' from/to 

some symbol or code and to its high speed of data collection, it 

is used in industries e.g. paper mills, oil refinery, military 

formation e.t.c. It does not contain memory since it measures or 

compares data/value. 

(ii) Digital Computers: 

Digital computers are basically electrolJ.ic calculating and data 

processmg machines that work with instructions and data, 

which are coded in sample binary digit from hence the 

characterization "digital". They are used for data processing 

because they handle alphanumeric characters with precision and 

speed. 

(iii) Hybrid Computers: 

These are computers, which may be concei~ed as combination 

of digital and analogue cOlnputers i.e. combines the capabilities 
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of analogue and digital processing of collected data is desirable. 

Hybrid computers are known to have found much application in 

control and feed back process. 

1.6. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

In an organization, inventory control is one that its functions 

encOqlpass all the aims of the stores operation. The basic concept of 

inventory control is quite simple; that is to supply the right material in 

the right quantity, of the right quality at the right time and place for 

processing. Having said that, the element of cost in rdation to 

inventory control also plays a vital role, for cost of items, determine 

the maximizing and minimizing the cost. 

Inventory as a term covers so much area, such as Personal 

inventory, Business inventory, School Inventory e.t.c. But the major 

focus of this study is on the computerization of inventory control that 

are within a business, particularly a .Pharmacy (Zagbayi Pharmacy). 

This study is limited by time and financial constraints. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. PHARMACY 

A department of the medical Art, which consist in the collecting, 

preparing, preserving and dispensing of medicines. 

2.2. INVENTORY AND ITS CLASSIFICATIONS 

2.2.1. Definitions of Inventory 

Inventory in business are items of property held in stock by a form, 

including finished goods held for sales, goods in the process of 

production, raw materials and goods that will be consumed in the 

process of producing goods to be sold. Inventory appears on a' 

company's balance sheet as an asset. The change in inventory over a 

given period of time is known as inventory investment. 

A perpetual inventory is a running book record based on a 

detailed account of all incoming and outgoing items. A book 

inventory is the total cost of the goods on hand as shown by a 

perpetual or physical inventory. The money value of the inventory , 

also appears on the income statenlent in determining the cost of the 

goods sold. The cost of goods sold is detemlined by adding the 

inventory on hand at the beginning of the period and the cost of 

purchasing and producing goods during the period and subtTacting the 

inventory on hand at the end of the period. For financial statements ' 

inventories are usually priced. 

Inventory is the stock of any item or resources used in the 

organization. An inventory system is the set of policies and controls 

that monitors level of inventory and determines what levels should be 
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maintained, when stock should be replenished and how large orders 

should be. In its complete scope, inventory include inputs such as 

financial, energy, equipnlent and raw materials; outputs such as parts, 

components and finished goods and interim stages of the process, 

such as partially finished goods or work - in progress. The choice of 

which items to include in inventory depends on the organization. A 

manufacturing operation can have an inventory of personnel, 

machines and working capital as well as raw materials and finished 

goods. An airline can have an inventory of --seats, a modem drug store 

or pharmacy can have an inventory of medicines and engineering fiml 

an inventory of engineering talent e. t.c. 

2.2.2. Inventory Classification 

The inventory control problem is a difficult one if for no other reason 

but that the typical firm may find it necessary to carry inventories of 

thousands of different raw materials, supplies, parts sub - assemblies 

and assemblies. An attempt to maintain close control over the stock of 

each of these i terns may prove to be uneconOlnical from the 

standpoint of the demand such rigid control would generate for time 

and personnel. For this reason, it is usually advisable that management 

. establishes classifications, which enable it to decide upon the degree 

to which the individual items that are stocked should be controlled. 

Various criteria exist on the basis of which classification system 
, 

can be developed. The most common' of these is the Annual Dollar 

Rate of use of the items. This will be obtained by multiplying each 

item's unit purchase or pr~duction by the number of units purchase or 

produced per year. Such analysis nlay reveal that during the past year, 
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$700,000 worth of a given raw materials was used. As opposed to 

this, the cost of another raw material during the same period may have 

been only $350,000. Obviously, the inventories of the first item 

should be controlled to a greater degree than those of the second. This 

type of classification proves to be helpful because as a rule, the 

organization or council will find that a relatively small percent of the 

items account for a large percent of the total rate of use. 

Another basis for classifying inventories IS the "dollar 

investment" in the respective items, for instance, at the time an 

analysis is being taken, it may be found that inventory on product 

represents a capital investment of $220,000 and that the inventory of 

some other product represents an investn""tent of only $2,600. It is 

likely that a higher degree of control is called for in the case of the 

first item than in the case of the second item. In any project or event, 

this method of classification will also reveal that very often, tight 

control need to be exercised over a snlall percent of the total items 

being stocked. 

Criteria of a non-quantitative nature nlay also be established for 

use in conjunction with those we have just considered. Tight control ' 

would probably be applied to those items whose supply is endangered 

by a threatened strike to those items whose prices are characterized by 

and with frequent price fluctuations to those items that are subject to 

sudden obsolescence to those items that are critical in the sense that a 

shortage would bring production activities to a stand still and so on. 

But regardless of the criteria selected, they serve only to simplify the 

inventory control problem and not to elirninate it. 
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2.3. PURPOSE OF INVENTORY 

The purpose of inventory analysis III an organization and stock 

keeping services is to specify (i) When items should be ordered and 

(ii) How large the order should be. 

In goods production, a stock of inventory IS kept to satisfy the 

following needs: -

(a) To maintain independence of operations: - A supply of materials at 

a work center allows that centre flexibility in operations for 

instance, since there are costs for making each new production set 

up, this independence allows n1anagement to consider economic 

production lot size. Work centres on an assembly line usually are 

not independent because raw materials are products to work on and 

are fed at line speed. There may be none or only a few extra 

products to work on in the event; the worker performs either faster 

or slower than line speed or if the workstation up streams slows 

down output. The unit completed at a-workstation passes to the 

next person. 

(b) To meet variation in product demand: - If the demand for a product 

is known precisely, it may be possible (though not necessarily 

economical) to produce the product to exactly meet the demand. In 

the usual case however, demand is not completely known and a 

safety or buffer stock must therefore be maintained to absurd 

variation. 

(c) To allow flexibility In production scheduling: - A stock of 

inventory relieves the pressure on the production system to get the 

goods out. They allow longer lead times, which permit not only 

production planning for SlTIoother flow but a1so lower - cost of 
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operation through more economical lot size production. High set 

up cost, for instance, favour the production of a large number of 

units once the setup has been lTIade. 

(d) To take advantage of econOlmc purchase order size: - Clearly, 

~ there are costs to place an order, labour, phone calls, typing and 

postage e.t.c. Therefore the larger the size of each order, the fewer 

the . numbers of orders that need to be written. Also the non

linearity of shipping costs favour larger order; that is the larger the 

shipment the lower the per unit cost. 

(e) To provide a safe guard for variation in raw material delivery 

times: - When material is ordered frOlTI a vendor, delays can occur 

for a variety of reasons. There is a normal variation in shipping 

time, which occasionally will be large; there might be a shortage of 

materials at the vendor's plant, causing hinl to back log our order; 

the order might be lost or they could be incorrect or detective 

material shipped by the vendor. A safety s.tock is determined 

depending on the severity of the consequences. 

2.4. INVENTORY COSTS 

In making any decision that will affect inventory size, the following 

costs must be considered: -

- Carrying cost (CC): - This is a broad category that include the 

costs for shortage facilities, handline, insurance, pilferage, 

breakage obsolescence, depreciatioil, taxes and the opportunity 

cost of capital. Obviously, high carrying costs tend to favour low 

inventory levels and fr~quent replenishment. 
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- Production charge costs (PCC): - To make each different' product 

involves obtaining the necessary materials arranging specific 

equipment setup; filling out the required papers appropriately 

changing time and materials and moving out the previous stock of 
I 

material. In addition, other costs may be involved in hiring training 

or layoff of workers and in idle time or overtime . . 

If , there were no costs or loss of time in changing from the 

production of one product to another, many small lots of products 

would be produced. This would reduce inventory levels with .a 

resulting saving in cost. However change over costs usually exist 

and one of the challenges today is to try to reduce these setup costs 

to permit smaller lot sizes. 

- Order costs (OC): - These costs refer to the managerial and clerical 

costs to prepare the purchase or production order. 

- Shortage cost (SC): - When the stock of an item is depleted, an 

order for that item must either wait until the stock is replenished or 

be cancelled. There is a trade off between carrying stock to satisfy 

demand and the costs resulting from stock out. This balance is 

sometimes difficult to · obtain, since it may not be possible to 

estimate frequently, the assUlned shortage cost is little more than a 

guess, although it is usually possible to specify a range of such 

costs. This determination obtained by using mathematical models 

is traditionally viewed as the essence ofjnventory theory. 

2.5. INVENTORY SYSTEM 

An inventory system provides the organizational structure and the 

operating policies for maintaining and controlling goods to be 
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stocked. The system is responsible for ordering and receipt of goods, 

timing the order placen1ent and keeping-track of what has been 

ordered, how Inuch and from whom. 

Further, the system must provide follow-up to enable the 

answering of such question . as; Has the vendor received the order? 

Has it been shipped? .Are the dates correct? Are the procedures 

established for reordering or returning undesirable merchandise? 

There are two types of inventory systems, these are based on; 

(i) Fixed order quantity models (also called the economic order 

quantity (EOQ) and 

(ii) Fixed time period model (also refened to variously as the 

periodic review system and the fixed - order interval system). 

The basic distinction between fixed - order .- quantity inventory 

system and fixed time inventory system is that the fonner is "event 

triggered" while the latter is "time triggered". That is a fixed - order 

quantity inventory system initiates an order when the "event" of 

reaching a specified reorder level occurs. This event may take place at 

any time, depending upon the demand for the itelns considered. In 

contrast, the fixed time period inventory system is limited to placing 

orders at the end of predetermined tin1e period. Hence, the passage of 

time alone "triggered" the system. 

This difference can be illustrated in the figure below: 

InventOlY System Order Quantity VVhen order is placed 
Fixed - order Quantity Q - Constant (the same R - when quantity on 
(Event - Triggered amount ordered each I hand reaches their 

time) __ I order level. 
Fixed - Time period Q - variable (varies ! T - When the reVIew 
(time Triggered) each time order is I period arriv~d 

placed) 
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Comparison of Fixed - order Quantity ana Fixed Time Period Re

ordering Inventory System is shown below. 

No 

Fixed Order 
Quantity system 

Idle State waiting for 
demand 

, 
Demand occurs unit 
withdrawn from 
inventory or back 
ordered. 

~ir 

Computer Inventory 
states status = on 
hand + on order -
back order 

1 
Is Status 
reorder 
point? 

Issue an order for 
exactly Q units 
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Fixed time period e-ordering 
system 

Idle state waiting for demand 

Demand occurs unit 
withdrawn from inventory or 
back ordered 

No 
Has 

Yes 

Computer Inventory state 
status = on hand + on order -
back order 

Computer order quantity to 
bring inventory up to require 
of units needed 

Issue an order for the number 
'Of units needed 



From the above figure, the fixed order quantity system focu,ses on 

order quantities and reorder point. While in the fixed - time period 

system, a decision to place an order is made after the stock has been 

counted or "reviewed" whether an order actually placed depends upon 

the inventory status at that time. 

2.6. INVENTORY BASIC MODEL TYPES 

The inventory model that will be covered are the Basic Saw Tooth 

Model, Price - Break Model, Single period model, Fixed order 

Quantity model with usage and special Purpose models. 

2;6.1. A Basic Saw Tooth Model: - The simplest models in this category 

occur when all aspects of the situation are known with certainty. If the 

annual demand for a product is 10,000 units for instance, it is 

precisely 10,000 not 10,000 plus or minus 10 percent. The same is 

true for set up costs and carrying costs. Although the assumption of 

complete certainty is rarely valid, it provides a good starting point for 

our coverage of inventory models. 

- Fixed Order Quantity Model: - Fixed order Quantity Models 

attempt to an order which will be placed to determine the specific 

point, R at which an order will be placed and the size of that order 

Q. the order point R is always a specified number of units actually 

in an inventory. 

- Simple Fixed Order Quantity Model: - The ensuring derivation of 

this model for the optinlal order quantity are based on the 

following characteristics; when demand for the product is constant 

and Unifom1 through out the period; lead tilne is also constant; 
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pnce per unit of product IS constant and all demands for the 

product wil~ be satisfied. 

- The "Saw ' Tooth effect" relating Q and R show that when ' 

Inventory drops to point R, a reorder is placed. This order is 

received at the end of time period L, which does not vary in this 

model. The illustration is shown below 

A Basic Saw tooth model 

KEY 
L = Lead Tim' 
Q = Quantity 
Demand 
R = Reorderin 

L L L L 

Time Fig. 2.2. 

2.6.2. A Simple Fixed Order Quantity Model with Usage: -

In many situations, infact, production of an inventory item and usage 

of that item take place simultaneously. This is particularly five where 

one post, for instance, a production system acts as a supplier to 

another part, for instance, Aluminum extrusions are being made to full 

an order for aluminum windows, the extrusion order is completed. 

This situation resembles the model with usage. The production with 
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usage of inventory model IS only slightly different from the 

proceeding model. 

2.6.4. Price - Break Model 

Generally, the selling price or cost of an item varies with the order 

size. This is a dilate or step change rather than per unit change. The 

total ~or each feasible economic order Quantity and price break 

quantity is tabulated and the Q that leads to the minimum cost is the 

optimal order size. 

If holding cost is based on percentage of unit price, it may not be 

necessary to compute economic order quantities at each price. 

Procedurally the largest order quantity (lowest unit price) is solved 

first; if the resulting Q is valid, that is the solution. If not, the next 

largest order quantity (second lowest price) is derived. If that is 

feasible, the cost of this Q is compared to the cost of using the order 

quantity at the price break above and the l-owest cost determine the 

optional Q. 

2.6.5. Special Purpose Model 

The fixed order quantity and the fixed time periods models presented 

~thus for ordered in their assumption but had two characteristics in 

common. 

- The cost of units remained constant for any order size and 

- The reordering process was continuous; that is the · items were 

stocked with the expectation that the need would convince. 

This section presents two new models; the first illustrates the effect on 

order quantity when unit price changes with the order size; the second 
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is a single is a single period model (sometimes called static model) in 

which ordering and stocking require a cost trade off each time. This 

type of model is amendable to solution by marginal analysis. 

In conclusion, the general formulas in constructing any 

Inventory model are; the first . step is to develop a functional 

relationship between the variables of interest and the measure of 

effectiveness. In this section or case, since we are concerned with 

cost, the following would pertain. 

Total annual cost = AIIDual Purchase Cost + Annual Ordering Cost + 

Annual ordering cost + Annual holding cost or 

TC = DC + DS + QH 
Q 2 

Where 

TC = Total Annual Cost 

D = Demand (Annual) 

C = Cost per Unit 

Q = Quantity to be ordered (the optimum amount is termed the 

economic order quantity - EOQ or Oopt). 

S = Setup cost or cost of placing an order 

R = Reorder Point 

L = Lead Time 

H = Annual holding and storage cost per unit of average 

inventory often holding cost is taken as a percent of the item, 

slich as; 

H = I (\Vhere I is the percent carrying cost). 
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2.7. Types of stock 

Stock ofunconlpleted and unconsumed items can be categorized as: 

- Finished goods held for consumption 

Goods purchased for ·use 

- Work in progress 

- Raw materials and components purchased for in-corporation into 

products for their use. 

Consunlable stores, lubricant, cleaning materials, fuel, spare parts 

etc. 

All these categories are usually by stock analysis shown on the 

balance sheet proper or in a note attached to the balance shee1. 

2.8. STOCK TAKING, KEEPING AND VALUATION METHOD 

2.8.1. Stock Taking 

In an organization, stocking is not always easy to determine, entries 

are easily made. Hence the following are the procedure for good stock 

- taking. 

Proper planning for the stock taking operation. 

- Partition of the stock into manageable area for central reason. 

- Proper rules and deciSIon of instruction to staff. 

- Clear instructions should be given in tinle of country, weighing, 

measuring and checking of items. 

- Two or more persons to be involved in counting cash item. 

- Counted itenls should be properly luarked. 

- There should be a restriction of movement duri~g stock taking. 

-' Proper care should be taken over the issue of blank sheets and the . 

return of used and unused stock balance sheet. 
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2.8.2. Stock Keeping (Store Keeping) 

This is an important and patinent aspect of material management. The 

store keeper is responsible for the n1aintenance of the store and also 

for goods receiving role. The duties of store keeper depends on the 

organization concern. In some organization the store i.:eeper is 

virtually a material controller, keeping detail records and raising all 

purchase requisi tion. 

2.8.3. Stock Valuation Method 

The main aim of stock valuation is to give the importance for the cost 

of materials of the valuation method selected by the management. 

Since, the amount assume.d by the· organization to start or end stock 

have a direct effect on the cost materials sold or used and to also 

affect the profit measured. It is difficult to decide what value to assign 

to the stock over a period of time. 

It is impossible to say whether the items remaining at the end of 

the period are part of the original starting stock or part of what has 

been purchased during the period. A cost flow regulations must be 

made to determine whether the items remaining in stock at the end of 

a period are deemed to come from the batch recently pu~chased or 

from a batch purchased at: the beginning of the period. 

And if batches are purchased at different price, then the cost flow 

rules and regulations will have its effect on the profit disclosed. 

Therefore, the formula used to evaluate stock cost of goods used/cost 

of material used can be expressed below: -
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Cost of goodsiInaterial used = SS + P - ES 

Where 

SS = Starting stock 

P = Purchases or New materials purchased. 

ES = Ending Stock 

Hence it is always easy to take a stock at the end of the costing period 

by counting the items in the stores, value the materials and computing 

the amount of the last stock. 

2.9. DEFINITION OF TERMS 

- Back log: A reserve of unfilled orders for goods or an 

accumulation of uncompleted work. 

- Bandwagon: A strong popular appeal to shift one's request or 

support to the winning side. 

- Depreciation: To diminish in value, be little or become less in 

value. 

- Insurance: The practice by which an individual secures financial 

compensation for a specified loss or datnage result resulting from 

risk of any sort, by an agreelnent with a company or organization 

to which he pays regular premiunls. 

- Lot size: One of a number of a number of portions into which a 

quantity of material may be divided for allotnent. 

- Lull: A temporary drop in activity e.g. in business. 

- Merchandised: Goods bought and sold in con1ll1erce to promote the 

sale of goods. 

• Opportunity: cost; a value that resources used in the best possible 

or another specific way. 
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- Pilferage: To steal in small quantities or to commit petty thefts. 

- Rep'lenishment: To get a new supply of goods or nlaterials. 

Safety stock: A safety stock IS determined, depending on the 

severity ,Of the consequences. 

- Skepticism: An attitude of doubt. 

- Staple: ~ cOlnmodity for which the demand is constant and which 

is regularly kept in stock e.g. raw nlaterials. 

- Stock broker: Some one who deals in stocks and shares stocks 

brokerage 

- Stockiest: Someone who keeps a supply of specified goods for 

sale. 

Tax: A charge on a person's income or property. 

- Tradeoff: In decision Inaking, selecting the choice from analysis of 

advantages and disadvantages of two or more alternatives. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

3.1. INTRODUCTION - SYSTElVI THEORY 

A systeln is an organized collection of interrelated elements that work 

amicably for a defined common purpose. 

System the?ry emphasizes the following important concepts:-

Inputs: - lI)puts are those elen1ents that come into the system from 

without. 

Processes: ; - Processes are the transformation of inputs into other 

forms. 

Outputs: - Outputs are the res:ults that COlne from processing inputs. 

Feedback: i Feedback is the cOlnmunication fr01n the system's output 
i 

back into the system. 

Environment: - EnviromneI1t is the surrounding world or conditions 
I 

that are outside the sy'stem that influence the development of the 

system. 

Boundary: ~oundary is the delimitation that separates the system from 
I 

the environment. 

3.1.1. Introductibn of System Analysis and Design 

System Analysis and design is a problem solving activity that ·involves 
. I 

I 

a critical e*-amination of a system, Identification of system functions 
I 

and devisi:qg improvements. 

The process of system analysis and design can be carried out in five 

. stages: - I 

I • 

1. System ;Investigation: - This involves identifying the information 

needs of a system and the feasibility of meeting these needs. 
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2. System Analysis: - This process involves the detailed examination 

of the : current information flow and the drawing up of 

specifications of a new system. 

3. System Design: - This involves the ' process of devising an 

alternative information system. 

4. SystelTI Development and Implementation: This is the stage where ' 
. I 

the· design information system is transferred from paper to physical 

reality. ~his process includes development, testing and training of 

the end users of the system. 

5. System rpaintenance: - This is the monitoring and evaluation of the 

new information system and the adoption of modifications where 

necessary. 

3.1.2. Zagbayi Pllarmaceutic~1 Company system and subsystems. 

Zagbayi pharmacy which is located along Hospital Road and headed 

by the managing director who is the pharmacist in charge of the 

company and also charged with the responsibility of presiding over 

the highest management decision making of that branch. 

The Managing Director works hand in hand with fifteen (15) other 

staffs amo.qg . which are two (2) Accountants, one for the morning 
I 

section and the other one for the evening section. 

Ten (10) Staff work within the hours of7.30am to 3.30pm, while five 

(5) staff work within the hours of 3.30pm to 10.00pm, when the 

company closes for the day. 
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3.2. SYSTEM INVESTIGATION 
I 

System investigation involves a thorough scrutiny and the 

identification of the problems and information needs of a system. 

3.2.1. A description of the existing system 

The inventory control of Zagbayi pharmacy was examined in detail, 

howeyer a brief description will suffice at the junction. 

The methods of purchasing used by the pharmacy are re-ordering 
I . 

process; instant purchases fron1 agents or company representatives 

and their method of sales involve Issuing of invoices and receipts. 

Every record of the above were done on bin cards or stock cards, until 

in 1996 when the use of. computers were .introduced for entries of 

records. 

3.3. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND IDENTIFICATION OF 

INVENTORY FORMS USED. 

On investigation, it was discovered that Zagbayi pharmacy uses Dbase 

IV for the computation of the inventory records. Which has not totally 

solved the problem of manual recording because of the disadvantage 

of the program. And also the staff were not properly trained for the 

use of this program. 

It was also discovered that the Dbase IV used by Zagbayi Pharmacy 

for the computation of inventory does not fully give the pharmacy an 

effective computerization of its inventory, this is due to the following 

setbacks: -
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1. Dbase IV does not allow the development of applications with a 
I 

Graphic i user interface, which is not the cunent trend. Being a 
i 

command user interface, it no t user friendly. 

2. Dbase IV does not have a built in data dictionary, a table that has 
! . 
I . 

definitiop for tables, does not also have persistent relationship 

between tables. 
I 

3. Dbase IV is normally cumbersome and the logic . of software 

development using Dbase IV are not easily understood by users. 

4. Data or records are only assessed by the use of cmmnands. Which 

. are outdated 

3.4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

Prior to this stage only some preliminary information about the 

operation qf the system has been gathered, enough to establish the 

overall requirements and detennine the feasibility of the project. 

3.4.1. Data Gathering 

The first step in the analysis of the system under study is the gathering 

of data, the stage of data gathering helps in the definition of existing 

system; two tools were employed in the process. 

1. Interview 

In attempt to determine the inventory of Zagbai Pharmacy, the 

Pharmacist who is the Managing Director was interviewed, 

after ,which some staff were also interviewed. 
, 

The low level of computer literacy on the part of the staff was a 

major hindrance in the process of data gathering. However, 

detailed question were designed to extract necessary data and 
I 
I 
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information and where necessary the interviewer had to educate . 

the il}terviewee on the overall objective and advantages of the 

projept, computerization and on what computers are capable of 

doing and not doing 
I 

11. Written Documents 

During the interview, documents relating to the operation of the 

-system were requested for and stu~d but attempts to collect 

sample copies proved abortive. 
I 

3.5. SYSTEM I)ESIGN 

The outcome of this stage in a system development process is the 
I 

ultimate i? docunlentation of the new system, the systems 

specification. This contains full detail of all clerical and computer 
I 
I 

procedures ,involved. 

The design stag~ may lead to a number of possible alternative designs 

for example, different combinations of nlanual and computerized 
I 
, 

elements w,ere first of all considered. On selection of an alternative, 

the purpose of design stage is to work from the requirement 

specification to produce a system specification. 

In this project work due to the problelTIs discovered in the old system, 

a structured method will be used, which allows: 

1. Providing a number of well defined and complementary ways in 

which to represent information about important aspects of the 

system; 

2. Providing a reconlffiended series of tasks to be carried out so that 
I 

the methods fit together as whole. 
I 
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This lead to ,development of the project in lTIodules, which were to be 

designed independently and later put together into the whole system. 

The system was designed to have four (4) main modules namely: Data 

Entry, Enquiry, Reports and System Administration. 

3.5.1. Data Entry! 

This is the ~ecord update modul~, which allows system users to add 
I 

new records, modify existing record and deleting an existing' record. 

3.5.2. Enquiry: 
I 

This module enable the users to search for specific information from 

the database, for instance, the balance of stock of a particular item at a 
, 

given point in time. 

3.5.3. Reports: 

This module is responsible for routine reports that the system is 
I 

I 

expected tq use, which can always be printed as hardcopy or 

previewed on the screen as soft copy 

3.5.4. System Administration: 

This module monitors how the system is used, who uses the system, 
, 

backing up data to back up files to guard against accidental loss of 

data and restoring data from the backup files. 

3.6. ECONOMIC BATCH QUANTITY (EBQ) 

The balance in between too small and too large producing or 

procurement (affordable) quantity is known as economic batch 

quantity. 
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Derivation of Economic Batch quantity (EBQ). 

Let 

, 

D = Demand per annual 
I 

Q = Bfltch Quantity 
I 

H = Stock holding per unit cost (expressed as a fraction or in 

perceritage (%) 

P = Price per item 

C = Cost per delivery 

Then 

The average, stock is = Q/2 

Stock holding cost/unit = HP 
I 

Total stock holding price = HPQ/2 

No. of delivyries = D/Q 
I 

Total cost ot deliveries = CD/Q 
I 

But we pay ?ost per each ,delivery 

Hence, total variable cost (T) = HPQ/2 + CD/Q 

To optimize (minimize or maximize) 
I 

We differentiate with respect to Q, at critical point: -

dT = HPQI -I - CDQ-I-I 

dQ 2 
=HP - CDQ-2 

2 
= HP - CD 
2 Q2 

HP=CD 
2 Q2 
Q2HP = 2CD 
Q2 = 2eD 

,HP 

= 0 

Qy2CD 
HP 
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e .. ~ 

That is, relationship which exist between producer, purchaser and 
I 

I stock holding. 

Exmnple 1 

Let the supply monthly be 600, cost of each article is W60, stock 

holding price is 50% and dehvery charges js W600, then find the EBQ ' 

Solution 

From Q = (2CD/HP) 

D = 600 x 12 = 7200 

P = W60.00 

C =W600.00 

H = 501100 = 0.5 

Q - 2 x 600 x 7200 
0.5 x 60 

, Q = 288,000 

= 536.656 

i.e. Q = 537 units 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0. SYSTEM D~VELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT . . 

4.1.1. Choice of sQftwarepackages -
I 

4.2. 

Due to the problems discovered (listed in chapter 3.2 above) in the 
! 

present computerization of the Inventory control of Zagbayi 
I 

Pharmacy, the following are recommended. 
I . 
I 

1. Microso(t Windows 98 (operating system) 
I 

2. Microsof,t Visual FoxPro. 6.0, Microsoft Visual FoxPro is the 
I 

software i with which the application software for this project is 
r 

developed. 
I 

3. Microsoit Word 2000 - A word-processing package for 
I , 

preparation of documents sucr. as internal memos, business letters, 
t 

reports (~ot produced by the main application program) and other 

. 'I di 
SIffil ar pcuments. 

4. Microsott Excel 2000 - . This is a spreadsheet p~ckage that · is , . 

specific, Ily 'chosento aid the pharmacy in the preparations of 

annual ~udgets an~ also ' by. the accounting department of the 

Pharmal for finanCial an~IYSIS and reports. , . . . 

PROGRAM AND PROGRAMMING DETAILS . 

Why Micro~oft Visual Fox Pro? Using Microsoft Fox pro 6.0., which 
! . I 
I, . 

~s databasl programming. so~tware, which p~ssess. gra~hic user ' 

mterface, dr velops the applIcatIOn software for thIS proJect. . 

The reasons for choosing Microsoft Visual. FoxPro 6.0 for building 

this application include the following: -
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1. Microsoft Visual FoxPro is database application development 

software and the systelll requirement report of this' project 

specifies the need for a well-established database for the 

phalmacy. Microsoft Visual FoxPro is of the most enhanced 

database software suitable for the computerization of inventory 

control of the pharmacy. 

2. The logjc of software developed using Microsoft Visual FoxPro 

are easily understood by users because it ensures that program 

codes ate written in modular structure with each form, report, 
I 

menu on screen having individual modules. 
I 

3. Microsoft Visual FoxPro enables the development of applications 

with a graphic user interface, which is friendlier and enhances the 

ability of the user to understand the application better than any 
I 

applicatlOn using a command user interface. 

4. Microso:ft Visual FoxPro has a built in data dictionary based on a 
I 

data container, a table that has definitions for tables, persistent 

relationship between tables and connections tv ren10te data sources 

such as Microsoft SQL server and views both for local and remote 

data. I 
5. The Mi~rosoft Visual FoxPro has a general field in the table 

I 

structure of it's database that can be used to call in files from other 

applications such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel and 
I 

graphicS such as pictures, graphs and charts. 

The above reasons make Microsoft Visual-FoxPro an obvious choice 

for the development of the applic~tion for this project. 
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As noted in I the last chapter the bedrock of software design is data 
I 

analysis. In I Microsoft Visual FoxPro data consists of databases, 

tables, indexes, queries, views and their relationships . 

. A database i~ simply a container for the data objects. 

A table in Microsoft Visual FoxPro like in most other Xbase 

relational so,ftware consists of rows of records where each column of 
I 

the data or information is a field. 
! 

Tables in Microsoft Visual FoxPro may be bound to a database or 
I 

may be free 'tables (not bound to any database). In this application all 
I 

the tables are attached to' databases because of the advantages that 
I 

tables attached to databases have over free tables, these advantages 

include; 

- Provision made for long field names 
I 
I 

- Validation rules for fields and records, which guide the user to 
I 

input oniy data that are valid, such that invalid data are rejected by 

the application . . 

- Stored default values 

Triggers that call stored code when data IS added, deleted or 

modifi eq. 
I 

- Persistent relationships between tables 
I 

- Referential integrity rules. 
I 

The Visual FoxPro software has a projeet manager, which is the 

central interface for workshop with the application; it is a tool with 

which data land objects in a project can be organized. 
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4.2.1. CREATING DATABASE AND TABLES 

The terms ,"database" and "table" are not synonyt11S as m some 
I 

languages. In Visual FoxPro a table stores data in records and fields 

while a database is a set of tables related to each other through 

common fields. 

(1) Data typ~ 

Visual FoxPro has the following data type: 

- Character: This dat(i type is suitable for data that are alphanumeric 

text such as letters, numbers, spaces, syn1bols and punctuations. 

Character field are usually used to store information such as 

addresses and nun1bers that are not used for mathematical 

calculati ons. 

- Numeric: This Data Type is used to indicate magnitude - having 

values that contain digits and may include a sign and or a decimal 
i 

point. Numeric values may be integers or fractions. 

- Float: same and Numeric 

- CUlTency: CUlTency data type is used for money units. 

- Date: The date data type is used for chronological data consisting 
I 

I 
of day, IVonth and year. 

I 
- Date time: Date time is used for chronological consisting of month, 

I 
year, days, hours, minutes and seconds. 

- Double: The double data type is used instead of nUlneric for when 

data requires greater precision and accuracy. 

- Integer: The integer field type is used for non-decimal numerical 

values. 
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Memo: The memo field type is used to store blocks of data, the 

size of ,which depends on the data stored in them. The data for 

memo field are stored in a separate file with an FTP extension. The 
; 

field cal} be as large as the available disk space. 

General: - This is used to store Object Linked Embedded (OLE) 
I 

objects. ! It can be used to reference, l:l-- picture, word processing 
I 

r 

documeht or spreadsheet created by another application. The size 
I • 

of the field is limited' to the available disk space. 

(2) The Table Designer 

(ti~I~:s.: ! Iln~exes 1 Table 1 
Name t Type Width Decimal Index NULL 

t date Date 8 .... -,..-
sno Character 10 -1-
producUd Character 10 t 

I- I 

product_names Character 25 t 

supplierjd Character 10 t 
I-

unitstore Numeric 10 0 ... 

OK 
-I 

Cancel I 
insert 

---' 

Q.elete 

l

DisPla
y
--- ---------·---·--- l Field validation -. - . _1-':'--

FQrmat: I Rule: I 
Input mask: I Message: Ir-----
.caption: IDATE Def,ilult value: I ~ 
----- -

-Map field type to classes--~:. field comment: 

DispJay library: I ~ I iI 
D is.Qlay cI~ss: I < default> ::::J -=:J 

. ~-~.-~ --.-.-------------~---- . 

Fig. 4.0. Table DesignerShowing the Fields Tab 

The table qesigner in Visual FoxPro is a Visual tool for creating and 

maintaining the structures of tables. In creating tables more detailed 
I 

decision a~out data types, caption, default values for field, triggers as 

well as table indexes. 
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Tables can ,be designed and created progralTIl11atically or interactively 
I 

with the taole designer tlu'ough the project manager or the file menu. 
. I 

Seledt and click on the New butt0l1 0n the project manager to 

activate the table designer. A new table window opens, here one 

chooses the 

Documents . I Classes I Code I Other I [3 
o"rms liew ... 

~·· ~mm 
. ..[gID frmstart 8M .. 

.. [gID inventory 
[gID login Modify 

.. ~ main 
... [gID purchase 

1 .... [gID sale 

Eli ~ Reports 
I '. 1m purchases 

... mI sales 

Remoye ... 

_I Builg ... 
...:.J ----' 

r-r-------- .--- ---.------------------

I 
Description: 

Pa~h: c:\inventory\ frmsplash.scx ' 

I 

Fig. 4.1: PIJoject Manager 

New table option, on doing this and a CREATE window opens for 

one to insert the name of the table and save it. After saving, the table 
I 
I 

designer automatically appears on the screen. 

I 

~I~ 
Fig. 4.2. NejW Table Window 
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The deSignt r has three tabs: - the field indexes and Table tabs, when 

one clicks 6n the field tab, a window appears where the progranm1er 

can fIll in tt1e name of field under the name colunm heading and the· 

data type under the Type column heading, the width of the field is also 
I 

to be specified under the field colunm heading - here one has to 
I 

specify the I maximum number of character spaces the application 

should make provision for in respect to that field. Under the decimal 

colunm heading, one indicates the number of character spaces to be 
I • 

made available for decimals. 
I 

~~Idt I indexes 1 T ~ble 1 
Name Type Width Decimal Index NULL 

t date II'-::,-Oa_te_-----""'-'. II 8 W .J ~ ~ 
, __ ono Character 10 _ ,, ___ , I 
,- ~ 
1_ PfoducUd Character l O t 

r ~ product_name, Character 25 t ~ 
.-- Insert 
~ suppfier_id Character l O t 

J. unitstore Numeric lOO T Qelet. I 
~------------~ 

r

bi.pla
y ~ FQI~t: I 

input mask 1..---- --
Caption: I DATE l ______ . ______ _ 

Field vafidation-------·---·--

Rule: ~ 
Message: ~ 
~~~ value: J~=-__ -_-__ - .J 

[ 

M~p Held type to clane! -'-- .----. -~ Field comment 

p i.plaY Ibr ~ry: I ~ I 
~i'l!I~y cI~.s: . I <defoult> . il 
! -- ------. --~ - - - -- -- -,,-'-I . 

r • 

Fig 3: Table Designer 

In the table designer provision is made for index, if a field is to be 

indexed, it will be indicated whether the i11dex is in ascending or 

descending order. Provision is also made for one to indicate whether 
I 

the field will accept null values or not. (A null value is a value that is 
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not equivalent to zero or a blank and yet has no explicitly assigned 

value). 

Field captions can be entered into a table in the designer through the 
I 

caption text box. These are alten1ative table names, which visual fox 

pro uses to place field nan1es in forms created using the form wizard, 

grid controls, browse and edit windows. 

The lleld captions are used formatting short labels in substitute 
i 

to long ones, it may also be used to make field names more 
! 

descriptive and for data labels. Like field names captions can contain I _ 

up to 128 c~aracters . 

Default values for fields .can be entered into the table designer in the ' 
I 

default value textbox. This defines a value that Visual FoxPro 

automatically enters into a field whenever a new record is added to a 
I 

table, the default value can be edited if the value is not appropriate. 

Validation lules are used to enforce business rules for data entry, there 
I 

are field level as well as record level validation rules, which are 

conditions that describe what constitute an acceptable value in the 

field or record. The field level validation rule can be entered on the 
I 

table designer, by a click on the fields tab and entering the validation 

expression irl the lule textbox, the error message to be displayed if the 
I 

. rule is violated, is entered in the message textbox. 

To make the record level validation rule click on the Table tab 
I 

in the table designer and enter the validation rule expression in the 

Record validation Rule textbox, the error message can also be entered 
I 

in the message textbox. 

Notes describing the purpose of a field can be made III the field 
! . 
I 

comments edit box in the Table designer. 
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(3) Index 

~uv~u." are of immense importance in Visual FoxPro and will 

extensively in the application for this project. 

Fields 

Order 

t Regular 

t PRO _N. Regular 

t WIZARD 2 Regular 

t DATE I - Regular 

t WIZARD_3 Regular 

I I 
I 
I 

Expression 

productjd 

supplierjd 

producUd+p; 

product_namE 

DTOS(date)+ ~ 

DTOS(date) 

DTOS(date)+~ 

Filter 

OK 

Cancel I 
lnsert I 
Qelete I 

Fig 4.3. Table Designer, showing the Indexes Tab 

Indexes are used 

To execute or first search for individual records. 

To support relationships between tables 
I 

To process records in a sequence other that the order they are 

physically stored in to the table. 

Visual FoxPro supports four types of indexes 

1. Primary Index 

2. Candidate index 

3. Unique i~1dex 
I 

4. Regular index 
r 
I 

! 
I 
I 
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PRIMARY INDEX: - In the database, there is a stipulation that every 
, 

record in a table must be uniquely identified. Duplicate values are not 

permitted o'n such specified fields. The column or field whose values 

uniquely identifies a row or record; on a table is known as the primary 

index or pnmary key. 
I 

CANlHATE INDEX: - A candidate index is an index apart from the 
I 

primary index that uniquely identifies a record; this qualifies to 
I 

become a prinlary key. 

UNIQUE INDEX: - This is an index that selects and orders records 
I 

based on *e first OCCUlTence of a value in the field specified. This -I 

means tha~ unlike primary and candidate indexes, a unique index 
I . 

allows the ~ntry of duplicate values to the table but hides all but one 

of each set 1of duplicate records. 

REGULAR INDEX: - A regular in an index that is not primary, 
I 

candidates or unique that meet certain criteria, order as group records 
I 

as well as to create reports and other output media. 
I . 

In the table designer, Indexes can be built by selectin'g the indexes tab, 
I 

there is an: order button to sort the index in ascending or descending 

order, the ~ame textbox is used to enter the name of the index and the 
I 

type textbqx is used to enter the index type in the expression box. A 

filter box 1s provided for filter expressions with which records that 

satisfy cert,ain conditions can be available for access and display. 
I 
I 
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4. 2.2. Creating Table Structures And Relationships 

In understanding exactly what information one want to store and the 

way a relati~nship is form in a database management system such as 
! 

Visual FoxPro and the way visual stores date, the different entities 
I . 

I 

identified in the system analysis and design stages will now be 
I 

organized into separate tables. This adds flexibility to the database. 
I 

Thus we have the following tables; 
I 

(a) Table 4.0 f Products Table 
I 

I 

Field Name I Date type I Field width Description 
, 

I 

Product-id Character 4 Product identification number 
I 

Product- name Character 50 Product Name 

Qty- supplied I Nunleric 12 Quantity supplied 
i 
, 

Amount- paid I Numeric 12,2 Amount 

Supplier-id Character 4 Supplier of the product identification No. 

Rate Numeric 10 Rate of paymen~ 

Date-supplied Date 8 Date the product supplied 

Officer Character 30 Who received the product. 

(b )Table 4.1: Suppliers Table 

Field Natne Field type Field width Description 
Supplier-id Character 4 Suppliers identifying Number 
'Supplier -S urname Character 30 Suppliers Surname 
Supplier- othername Character 30 Suppliers other name 
Title Character 15 Suppliers title 
Address Memo 4 Address of the supplier 

.. -
Photograph Generaj 4 Photograph of the supplier 
Telephone Character 30 
Fax Character 30 
Company-id Character 4 Company identification number 
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, 

(c) Table 4.2: Category Table 
I 

Field Name : Date type 'Width 
I 

Category-id I 

Category- name 
I 
I 

Character 4 

Character 30 

(d) Table 4.3. Employee Table 
! 

Field Name : Data type 

Employee - :id Character 
Surname I Character 
Other name I Character 
Title I Character 
Sex I Date 
Date of birth Date 
Date-appoi~tment . Memo 
Address : Character 
Phone - extension General 
Photograph i Memo 
Remark Memo 
Access level Character 
Password 

, 
Character 

E Table 4.5. Re uisition Table 
Field Nanle ' Data type Width 

i 

Rf. No. Character 4 

Dept. code i Character 4 

Division code Character 4 
,. 

I 

Product name Character 30 
I 

Qty - requir¢d Numbers 12 

Qty - issued Numbers 12 

Date issued Date 8 
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Description 

Identification number of the category 

Category e.g. Stationery, Mechanical 

electrical Building & Materials 

Width Description 

6 Employee Identification No. 
20 Employee Surname 
20 - Employee other name 
10 
10 
8 Date of birth 
8 Date of appointment 
4 Address 
5 Phone extension number 
10 Passport or any photograph 
4 
20 
10 

Description 

Department code 

Division code 

Name of the product 

Quantity required 

Quantity issued by the officer in charge 

Date issue 



4.3. 

Relationships of the tables were established by joining the related 

primary ke~s of the tables for instance, the product table in related to 
I 

suppliers table though the primary key (supplier - id). It is a one to 

much relatf·lonShiP because one supplier can supply many products. 

Similarly, t e requisition table was related to product table through 

the pr\Jducl id. 

I 

IMPLEMIfNTING SECURITY 

Database s~curity involves restricting access to data. Unauthorized 

users shoulk not have access to any data while other users should not 

have full a , cess to certain data for example the data entry personnel 

cannot chm, ge employee information. 

To implem, nt security, two fields were added to the employee table, 
I 

access levi l and password. To gain access to infonnation in the 

database a yser must complete a login fonn and supply the appropriate 
I 

password. When the user login, the system can detennine the access 
i 

level of that user from the value in the access level field. 
I 

4.3.1. Maintaining Data Integrity 
I 

Protecting data integrity involves making sure that authorized users 

don't add, change or delete data that would make parts of the database 

invalid or ihaccurate. For instance a supplier's name cannot be deleted 

when he/she has supply a product. . 

Data integfity managem~nt at the database level applies whether a 
I 

user is chat ging values through fim1s in the application or directly in 

a browse wlindow. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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I 
I 
i 

4.3.2. Defining Trble Relationships 

In view of I he fact that visual FoxPro stores related data in separate _ 

tables, it is referred to as a relational database management system. 

There are ty ee types of relationships between tables: -

- One - to. - many relationship 

- Many -10 -nlany relationship 
I 

- One to one relationship 

I 
One - To - IMany Relationship 

The one to r any relationship is the relation in which a record in the 

primary table can be linked to many record in a related table, this is 

the comm01 type of relationship in this project. 

I 
Many - To ~ Many Relationship 

The many tb many relationship is a relationship between tables where 
I 

each recor9 in each of the table~ has many matching records in the 

related tabl t In a many ' to many relation the change in the database' 
I 

design is al\vays a prerequisite. A junction table is usually created to 
I 

normalize the design. The products and the suppliers' tables for 
I 

example ha've many to many relationship because we have many 

suppliers and many products. 
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One-To-On~ . 

Two tables h'ave a one-to-one relationship if each record· in one table 
I 

has a ! if each record in one table has a match in the other. This 

project has one to one relationship mnongst tables. Tables store 

column format, the row represents a record while the 

~7"-+-'i;~"-"---i~;~'-"-'---' '';~~~~C ~~'-'---'---'--'r.~----.--.+-- .------.-... -+--... -.--.--.~~!.--.--.. ~ I 

column represents a field. 
I 

I 
I 

4.3.3. Referentia~ Integrity 
I 

ReferentialjIntegrity was implemented at the database level using the 

referential integrity Builder for all parent tables in the database, when 

a key valu, is changed, that change is also made in the child tables. 

Users cannot delete records in other parent tables if there are related 

records in 1 child table. 

4.3.4. Creation of Interfaces 

Four types bf forms were designed for the application. 
I 
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i 

- Information displaying forms 

Access form 
I 
I 

- Data entry forms 

- Menu's shbmenu's and options displaying forms 

(1) Informatton displaying Forms 
I 

These [onnsl were designed to display infonnation. 

- The we1cpme screenplays the sign on fomls where the name of the 

applicati6n, version and developers' name. 

The bye f bye screen which display the sign - off fonn when the 

application is shafting down. 
I 

(2) Access Form 
I 
I 

This is the ;fonn, displayed immediately after the welcome screen. 

This is the lpgin fonn were the user types his her name access level 

and passwor8. The form is as shown below: -

I 
I 

i 

ACCESS !LEVEl 

OK 

I Florence 

I ****** 

Admin. Officer 

Qancel J 
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I 
I , 

I 
I 
I 

The Name land the ac~ess levCl are displayed as typed but the . 

password is! displayed in asterisks for security reason. If the user is 
, 

graded access on checking OK, the form is released and the name 

menu disPla~ed or else the application shut down. 

(3) Menu, sJbmenu and option Displaying Form 

These ·are f6m1s designed for displaying menu, sub menu items and ! . 
options. Main menu fom1 contains options for data entry, reports, 

inquiry, sys~m administration and quit submenus. The data entry sub 

menu conta~ns option for adding, deleting and modifying records, 

inquiry sub-r enu contain, options for inquiring by supplier, product, 

product cat~gory. Report submenu gives the options for various 

reports by he system while system administration submenu have 

option for user maintenance back up of files, restore file from backup 

and audit tr~i1. 
I 

4.3.5. Data Entry Forms 

These are dr a bounded forms designed frOtTI the created tables. They 

contained cl ntrols representing fields of these tables. They provide 

the followinr functionalities. . 

- Table N 'vigation: - Moving through the records in the table, from 

first reco ds, next record, going. 

- Previous record and last record. 

- Manage i ent of user access to data 

- Interface co-ordination 

Examples 0 these fomls are employee form, products form etc. 
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4.4. CREATIOt OF REPO'RTS AND QUERIES 

4.4.1. Designing ueries 

Queries arel ways of retrieving data from tables using some selection 

criteria. Thr selection process may involve more thap one table with 

at least a rf lated field satisfying one n10re filtering conditi~ns. The 

output of t1e query can be a fonn, a report form or a browse window. 

They are ql iCk way of obtaining results. 

- Enquiry ,on a product 

- Enquiry on a supplier 

EnQUiry lon an employee 

. - EnqUiry 'l on category of a product. 

4.4.2. Reports 
I 

Reports are, formal output of an application, a report may be based on 

a table, twd or more tables. Reports of the system were designed from 

tables and l iews, which are result of selected staten1ent (SQL). For 
I 

instance, t~e report of all items or all supplier, were generated from 
I 

the product; and suppliers table respectively, while reports of a specific 

item or a 1roup of supplier satisfying a given criteria were created 

from views composed using the value supplied by the user. 

4.5. BUILDING THE PROJECTS . 

After all the components of the application were designed the main 

program controlling the project was built into executive file with EXE 

extension ,:"hich make it possible to be install many computers and 

any user computer need not to own a copy of Visual FoxPro. 
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4.6. SYSTEM tEST 

4.7. 

Having established the hardware and software for the new 
I 

computerized system, it is of immense importance to carry out a 
I 

thorough and systematic system test. This test will involve the 

hardware cJmponents, the software and procedures uses applied in the 
I .. . 

new systen. Obviously some of the work patterns of the staff WIll 

change andi there must be some change of status. The test is necessary 

to discover ,how the staff adapts to these changes and for the removal I . . 
ofbottlenedk if any. 

I . 

CONVERJION 

Conversion! is the process of changing over fronl an old information 
I 

system to a 'lew one. 

There are four types of converSIOns commonly used;' Direct 

Conversion~ Parallel Conversion, Pilot Conversion and Phased 

Conversionl 
I 

Direct c01verSion: this is the process of changing from the old 

informatio~ system to the new one in one fold expensive move. This 
, 

mode of conversion though least IS highly risky and IS not 
I 
I 

recommenJ d for this project 

Parallel crnverSion: This process operates the old and the new 

infoffilatio, side by side until . the new system is certified to be 

reliable. TjS system of conversion is less risky but more expensive 

than the dir r t conversion. 
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I 
Pilot Con~ersion: This pilot conversion process applies the new 

informatioJ system to only a part of the organization, until it is proven 
I 

before beinf applied to other parts of the organisation 

Phased Cor I version: The phased conversion method is the process of 

introducing the new system piece by piece, with the new system 

gradually r~plaCing the old. ' 

I 
I 

The phased conversion is less risky than the direct conversion and 
I 

enables the analyst to learn from mistakes, it also entails fewer 

disruptions ~n the operations. 

. The ~ast option - phased conversion will be adopted ' for this 

project due ~o these advantages. . 
I 
I 
I 

4.8. TRAININ1 

There is the need of an intensive training before and during take - off 

4.9. 

I 

of the neW system. The training will include the data - entry 
I 

operators, cbmputer operators.' 

ESTABLI~HING SAFETY STOCK BY SERVICES 

After the stage of system test, we need to establish safety stock to 

provide so~e land of protection against stock outs in organization. 
I ' 

The general literature on this subject of safety stocks contain two 

approaches relating to the demand for inventory that is to be 

protected. I 
i) The probability that denland will exceed some specific amount. 

I . 
For example, an objective may beset, like the safety stock level 

I 
I 
I 
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ii) 

so thFt there will only be a small percent chance that will 
I 

demand certain units of products within limit scheduled. 
I 

This ~eals with the expected number of units that will be out of 

stock , For example, an obj ective is set on an inventory level, so 

that ~e will be able know the percentage of demand to make at 
, , 

a certain time. 
I 

4.9.1. Service Level 

Safety stock can be defined as that stock that is carried in addition to 
I 

the expected demand to provide some level of protection against stock 
I 

out. In determining the anlount of safety stock that should be carried, , 

a term frequ~ntly used is "service level". 

, 

4.10. MAINTENk NCE 
I 

No matter hr w carefully a new information system inlplementation is 

handled, it ?nly not run ,along by it self. A maintenance exercise is · 
, 

usually est*blished to monitor and evaluate the new system 

modificatioq. 
I , 

Systems reVIews need to be conducted consistently and 
I 

periodically I beginning immediately after the take off of the new 
I 

information system. The Systems Analyst or Computer Administrator 
I • , 

as the case may be, need to check on the reliability, efficiency training 

program, targets and goals of the new information system at every 
I 

point in time to ensure that the huge investment incurred in 
I 

establishing the new system is justified. 
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FLOW CHART FOR INVENTORY CONTROL PROGRAM 

I 
I 

Start 

Enter' Stock Record 

\ 

, 
I 

Are there more 
records to 

enter? , 

! 

r4--- No 

Is Total Stock> 
Maximuri. Stock 

! 

Print 
"Overstock" 

Stop 

o-~ 
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Compute Total Stock 

Compute Total Stock Cost 

Compute Expected Revenue 

Is Total Stock < 
Minimum Stock? 

Print 
"Replenish Stock" 

in 
Stock Report 



PROGRAl\1 OUTPUT 

.. ~~or;·t 'f"·~""" ... ~,..;~ ,.,..... ~, , .. ,,, ........... 't • ... ••• , ~ ..... .-,,~ -'-"--"'''~T~--'' ~. ,. ~,' 't'''_ 'f .... -.( •• ~-. ~ •• ~J. '''' " ".' ..... ""~""'p_"''I' ............ .. 

t.~' "INVENTORY CONTROL SOFTWA~ r;]LQ]~ 

~ 
iTi 

WEL·C·OME 

'TO 

COMPU'T'ERlZED 
I 

INVENT'ORY " ONT'ROL 
I 
I 

APPLICAT'ION SOFT-WAKE 

BY 

f 'L-ORENC,E T'SA ' 

WELCOl\1E SCREEN 
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INPUT FORMS 

:~~K""-'-" .... ""~~'''. _. '--~T"--"--~" "-lir-""""'" -.,,- .. .. ~ .... "' ... -.-... ~~~ 
..... , ( ••• ~ ! ,$ 

r '. . 

INVENTORYCONTRot ,FORM t. 
I 

DATE: 105~512002 SiNo.: 148 

PRODUTCTID: 1048' . PRODUCT NAME: I URINE BAG 
I 

I SUPPLER ID: IS012 - UNIT IN STORE: 190 

I 
L 

I UNITS IN RET AIL: 21 .00 UNiT.~OST: $17 .00 

UNIT PRICE: I $21 .00 REORDER LEVEL: -, 15 

MAXIMUM STOCK: I -1,000 MINIMUM STOCI{: I 10 , , - , 

I 
.. 

SALE: 
; 

, , 

~ [lev I \UeEt I l2.olJom ~ Print· 1 ~ave '1. Bevert I Qelete j~ 
I 

STOCK DATA ENTRY FORl\1 

I 

PURCHASEiS . 
-. I 

" DATE: 
I' '. ----
fl 

PRODUTCTID: 1001 

.I PRODUCT NAME: -, 1 TER~:AM"/CIN C,l\PS 

UNITS PURCHASED: I 60 

• 

Ere..,. II Next : I ftottom I find 1~_8_d_d-.l _ __ Ed_it-.iJj Qelete J~ 
I 

PURCHASES DATA ENTRY FORM 
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~~""~~_"",,,,_o_"'._ru._I"\:O .. , o w, .n." , .... " .. ,.",.. .... _ . ...,.-.-. . .. ~'".'.~~ ... ~ ~..,,4 ..... ¥ .... ·., • ...... t. , ... ~ ... ,., .... _., __ • ... •• ~~ .... ~ . ........... _ .. "._ .. '"'' 

~,~.~A~E It~CORDS FORM .:" [0~rBJ 
I: 

SALE RECORDS FORl\1 
I ' 

i11N0I2L2 . 
I 

DATE: 

PRODUTCTID: 

PRODUCT NAME: 1 TER~:.1l.tl'1YCIt-l c.!'..ps 

r . 60 

I ' 
SALE: 

lop 

SALE DATA ENTRY FORM 
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ZA.GBAYI PHARMACY 
INVENTORY CONTROL REPORT 

'7/03 

ITE PRODUCT NAME TOTAL STOCK REMARKS 

0 REPLENISH STOCK 

0 

TERRAMYCIN OINTMENT 133 

TESTOSTERONE INJ 92 REPLENISH STOCK 

TETMOSOL 88 

TETMOSOL SOAP 4 

TETRA CAPS (CD) 914 

TETRADOX CAPS 827 

THALAZONE TASS 1,935 

THALAZONE TASS (U) 2,399 

THEMOMETER 60 REPLENISH STOCK 

THIOPENTONE INJ 100 

THIOPENTONE INJ*1G 401 . 

THYROXINE TABS 286 

TIMOPTOL 0.2% 320 

TlMOPTOL 0.25% 400 

TIMOPTOL 0.5% 201 

TIMOPTOL 0.5% (M) 400 

TIXYLIX SYR 233 

TO-TO 83 

TOBRADEX 80 

TOBREX EYE 80 

TOFRANIL 25MG 900 

TOGAMYCIN INJ 5 REPLENISH STOCK 

r TONOVANCAP 132 

TOUCH & GO 36 

TRACTION KIT (AD) 80 

TRACTION KIT (CH) 60 
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Z14GBAYI PHARMACY i ... INVENTORY CONTROL REPORT 

11271@3 

IDATE PRODUCT NAME TOTAL STOCK REMARKS 

TRAMAL CAP 40 

TRAMAL CAPS (U) 100 

TRAMAL INJ 20 

TRANCOPAL TABS 100 

TRANSVASIN CREAM 18 

TRIANGULAR BANG 100 

TRICEFIN INJ 100 

TROSYD CREAM 12 

TROSYD POWDER REPLENISH STOCK 

TRYPTIZOLE 25MG 1,701 

TUSSIREX P SYR 61 

TYZINE Nt DROPS 0 REPLENISH STOCK 
f 

UIFECARD RETARD 1,677 

ULTRA REGULAR '10 REPLENISH STOCK 

ULTRA SUPER'8 40 

UNASYN CAP 3 REPLENISH STOCK 

UNASYNINJ REPLENISH STOCK 

UNASYN SYR 60 

UNGRAFIIN INJ 60 

UNISOM CAPSULES 40 

UNISOM TABS (CD) 40 

URO TARIVID TABS 0 REPLENISH STOCK 

105/02 

URINE BAG 21-
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\ CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0. GENERArJ EVALUATION 

5.1. 

! 
From the it veStigation, analysis and findings in this project, it is 

evident that\ the importance of inventory control in our organizations 

cannot be 0yeremphasized. 

From the stUdY carried out, it was observed that an organization 

constmctin9 a database will put into consideration only the data it 

impact to u~e for obvious economic reasons. The computer is being 
I 

increasingly' used as the center of a communication network. Many 

organization's are replacing the traditional data processmg with 
I 

computerize~ information system. 

There \should be integrated system, w~ich extends the database 

to include :all information flow in a business automates many 
I 

"decisions" I as possible . to produce comprehensive management 

information system. ; 

CONCLUSION 

The objective of this project has been to reverse the trend at which the 

inventory control process is slow and inefficient and to proffer an 

alternative that is fast, structured and efficient. It is of great 

importance to every film to concern itself with inventories because 

inventories perfonn a lot of vital function for the smooth and effective 
I , 

I 

running of th~ organization. 
I 

I 

They serve tq offset errors contained in the forecast of the demand for 

the companx's product. With inventories materiais and purchased 
I 

goods could be scheduled to be delivered at the specific times at 

which they a e needed. Also, goods could be scheduled to be received 

I 

\ 

I 
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at the speL fic times at which they were required to meet the 

customer's kemand. 

Inventories !permit more economical utilization of manpower, when 

the nature ~f the business is such that fluctuations in demand exist. 
I 

The computerization of the inventory control of the pharmacy with the 

new progra n will reduce to the barest minimum the consumption of 
\ 

time in pret ation of inventory. 

5.2. RECOMMENDATION 
I 

I 

I hereby recblnmend the following: -
I 

1. That for i the new system to work efficiently, the inlplementation 
I 

strategies enunciated above need to be religiously adhered to. 
I 
I 

2. That sta~f should be ~roperly -trained and if possible, there is the _ 

need for \the pharmacist in charge of the Pharmacy to employ the 

services pf at least one systems analyst and one programmer. 

3. Finally, Computer databases should be interconnected in a network 

to enhance exchange of data and infOlmation. 
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(1) THE MAIN PI odiuM 

SET DEVICE TO SCRE ~N 
SET SYSMENU OFF 
CLOSE ALL 
CLEAR 
SET SAFETY OFF 
SET BELL OFF 
SET CENTURY ON 
SET STATUS OFF 
*SET CURSOR ON 
*SET CONFIRM ON 
SET ESCAPE ON 
*SET HELP ON 
SET DATE TO BRITIS 
SET HOURS TO 12 

CLEAR 
SET PATH TO C:\INVE TORY 
set dire to C:\INVENTO Y 
set de fa to C:\INVENTOJRY 

APPENDIX I 

OPEN DATABASE STdcK 
SET DATABASE TO S~OCK 
_SCREEN.Backcolor = ~GB(255,192,255) 
_SCREEN. Caption = "INr ENTORY CONTROL" 

SCREEN. PICTURE = " , 
SCREEN.lCON = "" 

SET PATH TO C:\INVE TORY 
sele 0 I 
use STOCK again exclusive 
sele I 
use REQUISITION again 'exclusive 
sele 2 
use SUPPLIER again 

DO FORM LOGIN 
READ EVENTS 
DO SYSENVIRONMENT 
RETURN I 

I 
I 
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(2) THE SYSTEM ENV1RONMENT PROGRAM 
I 

SET TALK ON 
SET NOTIFY ON 
SET CLOCK OFF 
SET COMPATIBLE OFF 
SET PALEITE ON 
SET BELL ON 
SET BELL TO ", J 
SET-SAFETY ON 
SET ESCAPE ON 
SET LOG ERRORS ON 
SET KEYCOMP TO WINDOWS 
SET CARRY OFF 
SET CONFIRM OFF 
SET BROWSEIMECONTROL OFF 
SET STRICTDA TE TO 1 
&& TabOrdering = 0 
&& ResWidth = 640 
&& ResHeight = 480 
&& GridHorz = 12 
&& GridVert = 12 
&& ScaleUnits = 0 
&& FOiTIlSetLib = 

&& FormSetClass = . 

&& FormsLib = 

&& FormsClass = 

SET EXACT OFF 
SET NEAR OFF 
SET ANSI OFF 
SET LOCK OFF 
SET EXCLUSIVE ON 
*S~T MUL TILOCKS OFF 
SET HEADINGS ON 
SET DELETED OFF 
SET OPTIMIZE ON 
SET UNIQUE OFF 
SET CPDIALOG ON 
SET REFRESH TO 0,5 
SET ODOMETER TO 100 
SET BLOCKSIZE TO 64 I 

SET REPROCESS TO 0 1 

SET COLLATE TO "" I 
&& SCCProvider = I 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\SCCTEXT.PRG" TO 
_SCCTEXT I 
&& ProjectHookLib = 
&& ProjectHookClass = 

&& CrsBuffering = 1 
&& CrsMethodUsed = J 
&& CrsWhereClause = 3 . \ 
&& CrsFetch ize = 100 
&& CrsMaxRows = -I 

I 
&& CrsNumBatch = I I 
&& CrsUseMemoSize = 25 ~ 

\ 
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&& SQLDispLogin = I 
&& SQLTransactions = I 
&& SQLConnectTimeOut = 15 
&& SQLldleTimeOut = 0 
&& SQLQueryTimeOut = 0 
&& SQLWaitTime = 100 
&& TMPFILES = c:\windows\temp 
SET PATH TO 

. && HelpTo = c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\msdn98\98vs\1033\msdnvs98.col 
SET HELP ON 
SET HELP TO "c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\msdn98\98vs\1033\mSdnvs98.col" 
&& ResourceTo = c:\program files\microsoft visual shldio\vfp98\foxuseLdbf 
SET RESOURCE ON 
SET RESOURCETO "c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\vfp98\foxuser.dbf' 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\WIZARD.APP" TO WIZARD . -
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\BUILDER.APP" TO 

BUILDER 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\CONVERT.APP" TO 

CONVERTER 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\SPELLCHK.APP" TO 

SPELLCHK 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FlLES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\GENMENU.FXP" TO 

GENMENU 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\BROWSER.APP" TO 

BROWSER 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\GALLERYAPP" TO 

GALLERY 
STORE "" TO INCLUDE 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\BEAUTIFYAPP" TO 
_BEAUTIFY 
STORE "" TO GETEXPR 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\GENHTML.PRG" TO 

GENHTML 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\RUNACTD.PRG" TO 

RUNACTIVEDOC 
STORE""TO STARTUP 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL 
STUDIO\MSDN98\98VS\1033\SAMPLES\VFP98\" TO SAMPLES 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\COVERAGE.APP" TO 
_COVERAGE : 
SET SYSFORMA TS OFf' 
SET SECONDS ON 
SET CENTURY OFF 
&& CurrSymbol = $ 
SET CURRENCY LEFT I 
SET CURRENCY TO "$" 
SET HOURS TO 12 I 

~~~ g~~~T~L~~CtN 
SET FDOWTO I 
SET FWEEK TO 1 
SET MARK. TO "" I 
SST SEPAI.tA'rOR '1'0" " 
SET POINT TO 11.11 ' 1 

&& DebugEnvironment = ~ 
SET TRBETWEEN OFF \ 
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STORE 0.00 TO _THI\OTTLE 
&& DebugOutputFileNarrle = 
&& TraceFontName = Courier New 
&& TraceFontSize = 10 I 

&& TraceFontStyle = 0 
&& WatchFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& WatchFontSize = 8 
&& WatchFontStyle = 0 
&& LocalsFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& LocalsFontSize = 8 
&& LocalsFontStyle = 0 
&& OutputFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& OutputFontSize = 8 
&& OutputFontStyle = 0 I 

&& CallstackFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& CallstackFontSize = 8 
&& CallstackFontStyle = 0 
&& TraceNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& TraceExecutingColor = RdB(255,255,0,0,0,0), NoAuto, Auto 
&& TraceCallstackColor = RGB(O;O,O, 192, 192, 192), Auto, Auto 
&& TraceBreakpointColor = RGB(255 ,0,0,6,0,0), NoAuto, Auto 
&& TraceSelectedColor = RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0), Auto, Auto 
&& WatchNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255 ,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& WatchSelectedColor '7 RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0), Auto, Auto 
&& WatchChangedColor == RGB(255,0,0,255,255,255), NoAuto, Aulo 
&& LocalsNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& LocalsSelectedColor = RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0), Auto, Auto 
&& OutputNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& OutputSelectedColor = RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0) , Auto, Auto 
&& CallstackNo'rmalColor = RGB(0,0,0;255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& CallstackSelectedColor = RGB(255,255,255,O,0,0), Auto, Auto 
SET TALK ON 
SET NOTIFY ON 
SET CLOCK OFF 
SET COMPATIBLE OFF 
SET PALETTE ON 
SET BELL ON 
SET BELL TO ", 1 
SET SAFETY ON 
SET ESCAPE ON 
SET LOG ERRORS ON 
SET KEYCOMP TO WINDOWS 
SET CARRY OFF 
SET CONFIRM OFF 
SET BROWSEIMECONTfOL OFF 
SET STRICTDA TE TO 1 I 
&& TabOrdering = 0 
&& ResWidlh = 640 
&& ResHeight = 480 
&& GridHorz = 12 
&& GridVert = 12 
&& ScaleUnits = 0 
&& FormSetLib = 

&& FormSelClass = 

&& FormsLib = 

&& FOJ'msClass = 
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SET EXACT OFF 
SET NEAR OFF 
SET ANSI OFF 
SET LOCK OFF 
SET EXCLUSIVE ON 
SET MUL TILOCKS OFF, 
SET HEADINGS ON 
SET DELETED OFF 
SET OPTIMIZE ON 
SET UNIQUE OFF 
SET CPDIALOG ON 
SET REFRESH TO 0,5 I 

SET ODOMETER TO 100 
SET BLOCKSIZE TO 64

1 

SET REPROCESS TO 0 I 
SET COLLATE TO "" , 
&& SCCProvider = 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\SCCTEXT.PRG" TO 

SCCTEXT 
&& ProjectHookLib = 
&& ProjectHookClass = : 

&& CrsBuffering = 1 I 
&& CrsMethodUsed = 1 I 

&& Crs WhereClause = 3 : 
&& CrsFetchSize = 100 
&& CrsMaxRows = -1 
&& CrsNurnBatch = 1 
&& CrsUseMemoSize = 255 
&& SQLDispLogin = 1 I 
&& SQLTransactions = 1 
&& SQLConnectTimeOut = 15 
&& SQLIdleTimeOut = 0 : 
&& SQLQueryTimeOut = 0 
&& SQLWaitTime = 100 1 

&& TMPFILES = c:\windows\temp 
SET PATH TO 
&& He1pTo = c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\msdn98\98vs\1033\msdnvs98:col 
SET HELP ON 

1 

SET HELP TO "c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\msdn98\98vs\ 1033\msdnvs98.col" 
&& ResourceTo = c:\progtam files\microsoft visual studio\vfp98\foxuseLdbf 
SET RESOURCE ON : 
SET RESOURCE TO "c:\program files\microsoft visual studio\vfp98\foxuser.dbf' 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\WIZARD.APP" TO WIZARD 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\BUILDER.APP" TO-
BUILDER I ' 

STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\CONVERT.APP" TO 
CONVERTER : 

STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIO\VFP98\SPELLCHK.APP" TO 
_SPELLCHK I 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM ~ILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\GENMENU.FXP" TO 
_GENMENU I 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM R1ILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDlOWFP98\BROWSER.APP" TO 

BROWSER 
- I 
STORE "C;\PROGRAM FJLES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\GALLERY.APP" TO 

GALLERY ! . 
STORE '''' TO INCLUDlt 

- I 
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STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDlOWFP98\BEAUTIFY.APP" TO 
_BEAUTIFY I 

STORE "" TO GETEXPR 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDlOWFP98\GENHTML.PRG" TO 
_GENHTML _ 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM,FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\RUNACTD.PRG" TO 
RUNACTIVEDOC 

STORE '"' TO STARTUP 
STORE "C:\pROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL 
STUDlO\MSDN98\98VS\1033\SAMPLES\VFP98\" TO SAMPLES 
STORE "C:\PROGRAM FILES\MICROSOFT VISUAL STUDIOWFP98\COVERAGE.APP" TO 
_COVERAGE 

SET SECONDS ON 
SET CENTURY OFF 
&& CurrSyrnbol = $ 
SET CURRENCY LEFT 
SET CURRENCY TO "$" 
SET HOURS TO 12 I 
SET DATE TO AMERICAN 
SET DECIMALS TO 2 I 

SET FDOW TO 1 I ' 

SET FWEEK TO 1 i 
SET MARK TO "" 
SET SEPARATOR TO " " 
SET POINT TO "." 
&& DebugEnvironment - ° 
SET TRBETWEEN OFF 
STORE 0.00 TO TH OTTLE 

- I 
&& DebugOutputFileNaI\1e = 
&& TraceFontName = Courier New 
&& TraceFontSize = 10 I 
&& TraceFontStyle = ° I 
&& WatchFontName = ~S Sans Serif 
&& WatchFontSize = 8 
&& WatchFontStyle = ° 
&& LocalsFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& LocalsFontSize = 8 ! 
&& LocalsFontStyle = ° I 
&& OutputFontName = MS Sans Serif 
&& OutputFontSize = 8 . 
&& OutputFontStyle = OJ 
&& CallstackFontName - MS Sans Serif 
&& CallstackFontSize = 8 
&& CallstackFontStyle = ° 
&& TraceNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& TraceExecutingColor = RGB(255,255,0,0,0,0), NoAuto, Auto 
&& TraceCallstackColor :, RGB(0,0,0,192,192,192), Auto, Auto 
&& TraceBreakpointColor = RGB(255,0,0,0,0,0), NoAuto, Auto 
&& TraceSelectedColor == RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0), Auto, Auto 
&& WatchNormalColor ='RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& WatchSelectedColor = RGB(255,255,255,O,O,O), Auto, Auto 
&& WntchChnngedCo!or ~ RGB(255,0,O,255,255,255), NoAuto, Auto 
&& LocalsNormalColor = RGB(0,0,0,255,2~5,255), Auto, Auto 
&& LocalsSelectedColor ~ RGB(255,255,255,0,0,0), Auto, Auto 
&& OutputNormalColor =: RGB(0,0,0,255,255,255), Auto, Auto 
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! 

&& outputselectedCOlOt' = RG8(255,255,255 ,O,O,O), Auto, Auto 
&& CallstackNonnalCol r = RG8(O,O,O,255 ,255,255), Auto, Auto 
&& CallstackSelectedCo or = RGB(255,255,255 ,O,O,O), Auto, Auto 

CLOSE ALL I 
_SCREEN.Backcolor = RGB(255,255,255) 
_SCREEN. Caption = "M~crosoft Visual FoxPro" , 

I 
(3) THE PURCH~SE PROGRAM 

close all I 
set dire to C:\INVENTORY 
set defau to C:\INVENTORY 
open database STodK 

IF USED("STOCK") 
USE STOCK ! 

ELSE 
SELECT 0 
USE STOCK 

ENDIF 
I 

REPLACE ALL TOt ALSTOCK WITH Totalstock + Units Purchased , -
REPLACE ALL Remarks WITH" " FOR Totalstock >= Min Stock Level 
REPLACE ALL Purdhasecost With Units Purchased*Unit C~st -1 --
(4) SALES PROGRAM 

close all 
set dire to C:\INVENTORY 
set defau to C:\lNVENTORY 
open database STOCK 

I , 
IF USED("STOCK"} 

USE STOCK 
ELSE 

SELECT 0 
USE STOCK 

ENDIF 
IF Sale < Totalstock ' 
REPLACE ALL Totalstock With Totalstock - Sale 
REPLACE ALL Remarks With "Replenish Stock" For Totalstock <Min_Stock_Level 
REPLACE ALL Remarks With "Over Stock" For Totalstock > Max Stock Level 
REPLACE ALL Sales Revenue With Sale*Unit Price - -
ENDIF 

(5) TOTAL (SUMMATION) PROGRAM 

clear 
close all 
set dire to C:\INVENTORY 
set defau to C:\INVENTORY 
open data ase STOCK 

IF USED("STOCK") 
USE STOCK 
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ELSE 
SELECT 0 
USE STOCK 

ENDIF 

REPLACE ALL Totalstock With Unitsretail + Unitstore 
REPLACE ALL Totalstockcost With Unit_Cost * Totalstock 
REPLACE ALL Expected_Revenue With Unit_Price * Totalstock 

(6) REPLENISH PROGRAM 

close all 
set dire to C:\INVENTORY 
set defau to C:\J:NVENTORY 
open database STOCK 

IF USED("STOCK") 
USE STOCK 

ELSE 
SELECT 0 
USE STOCK 

ENDIF 

REPLACE ALL Remarks With "Replenish Stock" For Totalstock <Min_Stock_Level 
REPLACE ALL Remarks With "Over Stock" For Totalstock > Max Stock Level - -

* ********************************************************* 

* * 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 11113/03 INVENTORY.MPR 02:52:24 

* 
********************************************************* 

* 
* Author's Name 

* 
* Copyright (C) 2003 Company Name 

* Address 

* City, Zip 

* 
* Description: 

* This PROGRAM was automatically generated BY GENMENU. 

* 
*************************************************0******* 

********************************************************* 
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* * 
* * Menu Definition 

* * 
* ********************************************************* 

* 

SET SYSMENU TO 

SET SYSMENU AUTOMATIC 

DEFINE PAD _13e065ptr OF _MSYSMENU PROMPT "Form" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 

KEY ALT+F, "" 

DEFINE PAD _'13e065pts OF _MSYSMENU PROMPT "Report" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 

KEY ALT+R '"' 
I ' 

DEFINE PAD ~13e065ptt OF _MSYSMENU PROMPT "Quit" COLOR SCHEME 3 ; 

KEY ~LT+Q, "" 

, ON PAD _ 13eO~5ptr OF _ MSYSMENU ACTIVATE POPUP form 
I 

ON PAD _13eO~5pts OF _MSYSMENU ACTIVATE POPUP report 

ON SELECTIO PAD _ 13e065ptt OF _MSYSMENU; 

DO _l f e065ptu ; 

IN LdCFILE("\INVENTORy\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE is , , 

INVENTORY? ,!,) 

DEFINE POPUP form MARGIN RELATIVE SHADOW COLOR SCHEME 4 

DEFINE BAR 1 OF form PROMPT "InventOly" 

DEFINE BAR 2 OF form PROMPT "Purchase" 

DEFINE BAR ~ OF form PROMPT "Sale" 
I 

ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF form ; 

DO _ 1 ~e065pul ; 

IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE IS 

INVENTORY?:') 

ON SELECTION BAR 2 OF form; 

DO _ 13e065pu2 ; 

IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE is 

INVENTORY?") 

ON SELECTION BAR 3 OF fOim ; 

DO _13e065pu3 ; 
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IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE is 

INVENTORY?") 

DEFINE POPUP report MARGIN RELATIVE SHADOW COLOR SCHEME 4 

DEFINE BAR 1 OF report PROMPT "Inventory Control" 
I 

DEFINE BAR 2 OF report PROMPT "Purchases" 
! 

DEFINE BAR 3 OF report PROMPT "Sales" 

ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF report ; 

DO _ 13e065pu4 ; 

IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE is 

INVENTORY?"~ 

ON SELECTION BAR 2 OF report; 

DO _13e065pu5 ; 

IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE IS 

INVENTORY?') 

ON SELECTION BAR 3 OF report; 

DO _ 13e065pu6 ; 

IN LOCFILE("\INVENTORY\INVENTORY" ,"MPX;MPRIFXP;PRG" ,"WHERE is 

INVENTORY?") 

, 
I 

* ********************************************************* 

* * 
* * 13E065PTU ON SELECTION PAD 

* * 
* * Procedure Origin: 

* * 
* From Menu: INVENTORYMPR, 

I 
Record: 13 * 

* * Called By: ON SELECTION PAD 

* * Prompt: , Quit 

* * Snippet: 

* * 
, 

* ********************************************************* 

* 
PROCEDURE ...; 13e065ptu 

311S '" MESSAGEBOX("Are you sure you want to quit?", 4 + 32, "Please Confirm'l) 

IF ans = 6 
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clear all 

CLOSE ALL 

CLEAR EVENTS 

ENDIF 

clear all 

CLOSE ALL 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

********************************************************* 

* 
* 13E065PUI ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF POPUP form 

* 
* Procedure Origin: 

I 

* 
* From M~nu : INVENTORY.MPR, Record: 5 

, 
* Called By: ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF POPUP form 

I 
* Prompt: Inventory 

* Snippet:
1 

2 

* 
********t************************************************ 

PROCEDURE _13e065pu 1 

Do form Inventory 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

I 

I' 
I 

********t ************************************************ 
I 

* 
* 13E065PU2 ON SELECTION BAR 2 OF POPUP form 

* 
* Procedure Origin: 

* 
* From Menu: INVENTORY,MPR, Record: 6 

I 
* Called By: ON SELECTION BAR 2 OF POPUP form , ' 

I 

• Prompt: Purchase , 
r 

* Snippet: 3 

,I 
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* * I 
******** *************"*********************************** 

* 
I 

PROCEDURE I 13e065pu2 
r 

Do form purcha,se 

I 
* :·· .... ·I**************~********* *"* *** ******************* 

* 13E06 PU3 ON SELECTION BAR 3 OF POPUP form 

* 
* 

* * I 
* * Procedure Origin: 

* * ,I 
* From Menu: INVENTORY-MPR, Record: 7 

* Called dy: ON SELECTION BAR 3 OF POPUP form " 
I * Prompt: I Sale 

* 
* 
* 
* * sniPpet l 4 

* * I 

I " 
* ******** ************************************************ 

* 
PROCEDURE 13e065pu3 

do form sale I 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
'" 
* 
* 

I 
I 
I 

i 
********************************************************* 

! 
* 
* _13E06lPU4 ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF POPUP report 

* 
* Procedu I e Origin: 

* 
I ' 

* From Menu: INVENTORY-MPR, 
I 

Record: 10 

* Called By: ON SELECTION BAR 1 OF POPUP report 

* Prompt: ! "Inventory Control 
I 

* Snippet: 5 

'" 
I 

I 

******** *********************************"'*"'************ 
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.~ ., 

PROCEDURE _,13e065pu4 

I 
I 

REPORT FO, STOCK PREVIEW 

, . 

* :********r****************~****************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 13E065PU5 ON SELECTION BAR 2 OKPOPUP report 

* I 
I 

* Procedurt Origin: 

* 
* From Mehu: INVENTORY. MPR, Record: 11 

* Called By: ON SEL~CTION BAR 2 OF POPUP report 

* Prompt: Purchases 

* Snippet: G 

* * 
* **** ** * ****** ***** ** *** * ** *** ****** ** *** *** *.****** ** ***** 

* 
PROCEDURE _13e06SpuS 

REPORT FORM PURCHASES PREVIEW 

* ********************************************************* 
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